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Abstract—In this letter, a compact beamsteering MIMO antenna is proposed for Directional Modulation (DM) applications. A generalization of the beamsteering principle is presented and by exploiting the antenna’s unidirectional beamsteering capability within the entire azimuth plane, the system realizes secure steerable transmissions in the direction of the legitimate receiver, with a low Bit Error Rate (BER) of $10^{-5}$, while a high error rate of $10^{-1}$ is seen outside the desired regions. Numerical and experimental verifications are carried out to validate the proposed concept and comparisons with circular arrays are conducted, revealing that the system achieves comparable performance but with up to 35% and 71% reduction in antenna diameter and profile, respectively. The method is proposed as a good candidate to enhance the security of small (IoT) devices.

Index Terms—PHY-layer security, directional modulation, MIMO antennas, beamsteering antennas, small IoT devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHYSICAL-LAYER (PHY-layer) security methods like Directional Modulation (DM) are becoming increasingly popular for enhancing secrecy and privacy of wireless communication [1]–[3]. As the size and energy constraints of many small Internet of Things (IoT) devices limit the use of sophisticated cryptography, PHY-layer security techniques represent a very promising alternative which exploit the characteristics of wireless channel (e.g. fading and noise) and can be made less computationally expensive. Those features make them a good candidate for improving the security of small IoT platforms.

DM is a keyless PHY-layer security method that relies on beamsteering properties of multiple antennas to transmit an undistorted modulation constellation towards a desired secure direction of the legitimate receiver, while simultaneously spatially distorting the same constellation in other directions, effectively turning it into noise. In state-of-the-art, antenna arrays are used to implement DM schemes [1]–[6]. However, antenna arrays require inter-spacing between elements to reduce the mutual coupling effects. This results in bulky structures that are out-sized for space-constrained IoT devices. Multimodal antennas are a good candidate for MIMO systems and beamsteering via digital beamforming technology, while also allowing for miniaturization; recent advances in the topic can be found, e.g., in [7]–[12]. To address the size-constraints in IoT scenarios, few works have investigated DM using compact multimodal antennas, e.g., in [13], a dual-mode antenna of $\lambda/2$ diameter is proposed for DM; in [14], a four-mode antenna of $0.7\lambda$ diameter is presented for dynamic DM; in [15], a five-mode antenna of $0.65\lambda$ is proposed for DM in on-body IoT devices. However, in those works either a relatively large size/profile is still used (limiting their implementation for small IoT scenarios), high side-lobes are present (which can be exploited by eavesdroppers to retrieve the transmitted information), experimental verifications are not discussed, or a model highlighting the complete theoretical framework for synthesizing different beam patterns around the azimuth plane, for a given antenna space, is not presented.

In this letter, a compact beamsteering MIMO antenna of $0.55\lambda$ diameter is proposed for dynamic DM covering the entire azimuth plane. For the first time, the complete framework of the beamsteering principle is described using spherical modes analysis. Numerical and experimental results demonstrate that a unique secure steerable transmission can be realized with low BER of $10^{-5}$ at the desired direction, with a high error rate of $10^{-1}$ outside the legitimate directions. This performance is comparable to a 5-element circular array comprising $\lambda/4$ monopoles, while offering 35% miniaturization.

II. BEAMSTEERING PRINCIPLE AND ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

A. Beamsteering Principle

The beamsteering principle can be best explained by using the Spherical Modes (SM) analysis, which denotes a set of solutions of the vector wave equation [16]. SM are commonly used to represent antenna radiation patterns, especially for near-field spherical measurements. The principle is outlined in Fig. 1(b). For this work, the SM will be classified using four indexes $(s,l,m,O)$; where $s$ is related to polarization and for TM waves the magnetic and electric fields are represented by $s = 1$ and $s = 2$, respectively; $l$ ($l = 1, 2, 3 \cdots \infty$) denotes the mode order; $m$ represents the azimuthal phase change and it can take values $-l \leq m \leq l$; finally $O$ characterizes if the mode is omnidirectional ($O = 1$). Please note that $O$ is not an independent variable and is introduced here only to better demonstrate the beamsteering principle. The 3D phase radiation patterns of the SMs’ used for this work are shown in Fig. 1(a). All modes exhibit different phase variations around...
the azimuth plane and have omnidirectional pattern \((O = 1)\) to allow for a 360° coverage. To realize the beamsteering, first we consider that an antenna can be fully enclosed in a sphere of radius \(r\); next the antenna excites a SM of highest order \(l = L\), with azimuthal phase variation \(m = \pm L\); the principle then investigates a MIMO system to excite all SM of lower order, i.e., \(L - 1, L - 2, \ldots \). By studying the superposition of SMs', phase control can be introduced to generate constructive interference in given directions along the azimuth plane following (1); where \(\Delta p_{bh}\) terms are the phase shifts introduced at the ports exciting phase-varying modes to create the constructive phase interference in the desired angle \(\phi_A\). The monopole-like (1,1,0,1) mode is used as the reference mode due to its constant phase, and its phase value at a given angle \(\phi\) is denoted by \(\text{phase}_1(\phi_A)\). The proposed principle can be realized using digital beamforming technology, with the linear phase variations of the modes allowing to easily predict and synthesize the direction of the beam.

### B. Antenna Configuration

Fig. 1(c) shows a MIMO system proposed to realize the beamsteering principle discussed in Section II. A. It is comprised of three stacked patch antennas, where each patch is made of copper and designed to operate at the center frequency \(f_0 = 2.238 \text{ GHz}\). The bottom and top patches are supported by TMM6 substrate \((\varepsilon_r = 6, \tan \delta = 0.0023)\), with thickness \(h_1 = h_3 = 2.54 \text{ mm}\), radius \(R_1 = 36.9 \text{ mm}\) (bottom patch) and \(R_2 = 26.9 \text{ mm}\) (top patch). Note that a circular hole of radius \(r_{cut} = 5.25 \text{ mm}\) is drilled at the center of the bottom patch for the feeding of the middle section. The middle patch is loaded with RT5880 substrate \((\varepsilon_r = 2.2, \tan \delta = 0.0009)\), with \(h_2 = 1.58 \text{ mm}\), \(R_2 = 28 \text{ mm}\) and is shorted using 8 pins of radius \(r_{pin} = 0.25 \text{ mm}\), which are rotated by 45° in respect to the disc center. Note that because the antenna volume is determined by the radius of the highest phase-varying spherical mode (see Fig. 1), materials with lower permittivity can be used for the top and middle layers. For the proposed design, the RT5880 is used in the middle layer as the shorted pins provide size reduction sufficient for (1,1,0,1) mode. Two layers made of RT5880 substrate with thickness \(h_{isol} = 0.79 \text{ mm}\), are used to isolate the middle patch from the bottom and top structures; please note that different substrate materials with other thicknesses are also feasible and may require tuning the antenna parameters. The antenna final dimensions are: \(73.8 \text{ mm} \times 73.8 \text{ mm} \times 8.45 \text{ mm}\) or \(0.55\lambda \times 0.55\lambda \times 0.063\lambda\).

To generate the (1, 1, 0, 1) mode, the shorting pins are used with the feed point located at the center of the patch [17]. To excite a phase-varying SM1 mode, a feed point can be placed at a radius which provides 50Ω impedance match. If the feed point excites \(+m/-m\) azimuthal-phase mode, the opposite \(-m/+m\) mode of the same order is then obtained by rotating the feed by \(\alpha = 90°/l(1 + 2k)\), where \(k = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots\).

In the proposed structure the largest patch excites \(\text{SM}_{l=3}\) as the highest order; then within the smallest sphere that fully encloses the patch, we can investigate the excitation of five SM to realize beamsteering: (1, 3, −3, 1), (1, 2, −2, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 2, 2, 1), and (1, 3, 3, 1). The \(\text{SM}_{l=3}\) are obtained using P1 & P2 oriented by 30° with respect to each other and at a distance of 16.5 mm from the center, exciting TM\(_{11}\) modes. The patterns with \(\text{SM}_{l=2}\) are generated from P4 & P5 at 9.5 mm from the disc center and oriented by 225° with respect to each other, obtaining TM\(_{21}\) modes. To enforce the azimuthal phase change, the ports feeding the bottom and top patches are fed with ±90° phase-shift.

The excited modes are shown in Fig. 2(a) – (b). From (1), phase shifts \((\Delta p_{bh})\) are introduced in each phase-varying mode, and Fig. 2(c) shows the phase patterns for an exemplar direction, i.e., \(\phi_A = 180°\). All the ports are in phase for the desired direction, allowing to synthesize different beam shapes around the azimuth plane, e.g.: combining (1, 2, −2, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 2, 2, 1) generates a bi-directional beamsteering [shown blue in Fig. 2(d)]; (1, 3, −3, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 3, 3, 1) produce a pattern with three main beam directions and a combination of all five modes produces a unidirectional pattern. Note that, the proposed MIMO [Fig. 1(c)] uses the minimum number of modes that can realize unidirectional
beamsteering with low side-lobes. However, theoretically an infinite number of modes can be excited for better beam control at the cost of size and feeding system complexity. This is explained by the larger diameter needed to support the increased azimuthal-phase change for higher-order SM (e.g., in the proposed design, the $\text{SM}_{l=3}$ modes require $R_1 = 36.9\,\text{mm}$, as compared to $\text{SM}_{l=2}$ modes excited using $R_3 = 26.9\,\text{mm}$).

III. DIRECTIONAL MODULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This Section investigates the antenna beamsteering performance to realize DM technique. For this work, we will assume that the legitimate receiver is located in the azimuth plane at an angle denoted $\phi_{\text{secure}}$. The dynamic DM transmitted signals for the $n$th port are given by

$$DM_{\text{signal}}_n = \frac{m}{\text{SM}_n(\phi_{\text{secure}})} \tag{2}$$

where $\text{SM}_n (n = 1, \cdots, N)$ denotes the complex patterns of the $n$th spherical mode in the MIMO system; $m = [(d + s_1), \cdots, (d + s_N)]^T$ is a complex modulation vector; $d$ represents the complex data symbols; without loss of generality, we will assume the use of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), resulting in $d \in \{1; j; -1; -j\}$; $s$ is an $N$-element vector used to disperse the constellations. The elements of $s$ are random permutations of the elements of $s' –$ a complex vector comprising $\frac{N}{2}$ elements drawn from uniform distribution of $(-1; 1)$ and $(-j; j)$ – and its negation $-s'$; this gives $\sum_{n=1}^{N} s_n = 0$, ensuring that at the desired $\phi_{\text{secure}}$ direction, the random noise will cancel out. Expression (2) then highlights that the modulated data is transmitted by all the excited SM with respect to the desired $\phi_{\text{secure}}$ direction. The DM is evaluated by Bit Error Rate (BER) measurements executed in MATLAB using real data obtained from anechoic chamber measurements of the antenna. The measured complex radiation patterns are imported into MATLAB, and a message is then generated and converted to a bitstream for transmission. A total of $10^5$ symbols are transmitted with the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the intended receiver set to $12\,\text{dB}$, and additive white Gaussian noise is assumed to be independent for each location. BER is then obtained by comparing the flipped bits between the demodulated signal and the original one.

First, a 5-element circular array is designed for comparison purposes. The array is shown in Fig. 3(a), comprising $\lambda/4$ monopoles and has $0.85\lambda$ diameter. The isolation between all the ports at the center frequency is better than $10\,\text{dB}$ and is not shown for brevity. The MIMO antenna and circular array were then manufactured and measured [see Fig. 3(b)], and Fig. 4(a) – (b) show the simulated and measured S-parameters for the MIMO antenna, respectively. The isolation is better than $17.6\,\text{dB}$ in simulation, and $11.6\,\text{dB}$ in measurements. The $-10\,\text{dB}$ impedance bandwidth overlapping for all ports is $8.5\,\text{MHz}$ in the simulations and $5\,\text{MHz}$ in measurements. Such discrepancies may be explained by manufacturing and assembly tolerances, slight misalignment between the stacked layers and impact of the polyamide hot melt. These deviations were further verified using full-wave simulations.

Fig. 4(c) shows the measured phase properties of the pro-
proposed antenna. The phase changes linearly for different ports, satisfying the beamsteering conditions from Fig. 1. Some asymmetries are present for P1 and P4 around 270° – 310°. This maybe be explained by antenna holder affecting the measurements. Overall, the desired performance is present across the azimuth-plane and the measured beamsteering characteristic is shown in Fig. 4(d) for φ = 110° and φ = 300°.

Fig. 5(a) – (b) show the proposed DM for φ_secure = 110°. Fig. 5(a) shows four clear clusters in the IQ plane, representing correct transmissions in the desired secure direction. Contrastly, for other eavesdroppers locations [e.g.: φ = 45° shown in Fig. 5(b)], the constellations are scrambled making it difficult for illegitimate users to access the transmitted data.

Fig. 5(c) shows BER calculations for the MIMO and circular array in different directions covering the entire azimuth plane. It is seen that the MIMO antenna realizes low BER of 10^{-5} at the desired directions, while outside the desired region a high error rate of 10^{-1} is achieved. The largest beamwidth region with BER < 10^{-2} is 44° for the measured MIMO and 61.5° for the array structure; this translates into a more secure wireless communication as a much narrower transmission region is realized with the MIMO antenna. It is worth noting that, like most state-of-the-art works [2], [4], [13], [14], the proposed scheme assumes no multi-path effect between the transmitter and the receiver. Even though DM solutions in multi-path channels have been studied in, e.g. [5], [18], [19], in our future work, we will also improve the proposed DM solution in such scenarios, while still addressing the size constraints of small IoT devices. Lastly, while the proposed design shows a narrow bandwidth due to the use of higher-order spherical modes, it can support additional security as data transmission is done in a narrower band, which limits the possibility of eavesdropping in different bands. For the connectivity of resource-constrained IoT sensors, such sensors usually require low data-rates, therefor wide bandwidth is usually not required. More importantly, the DM performance is achieved using a structure offering, respectively 35% and 71% miniaturization in antenna diameter and profile compared to arrays, making our design a good candidate for secure wireless communications in small IoT devices.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work proposed a compact beamsteering MIMO antenna of 0.55λ diameter. The beamsteering concept was generalized using spherical modes analysis and verified by numerical and experimental studies. The antenna realizes unidirectional beamsteering across the entire azimuth plane, a property exploited to implement directional modulation in small IoT devices. Secure steerable transmissions with largest BER < 10^{-2} beamwidth of 44° are realized, while offering substantial size-reductions compared to large array structures (miniaturization up to 35% in diameter and 71% in thickness).
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